several weeks, they were vividly illustrated in the wee hours of Thursday morning. Everywhere he turned he would have been defeated without the use of the same steamer tactics. "UrPhY's Law in operation to date. According to Mr. Jim Linderman, Associate Professor of Physics, these were not the unwashed youths who had battled Panned a series of six runs. following Humphrey's nomination the night before. I was frustrated, foul-ups, more frustration and more walking. What will happen to the insurgents within the Democratic Party now? Few party regulars appreciate the degree of inefficiency and lack of conviction. which have been continued, many are being literally starved to the point where, as F. Collins led four other urban experts in a discussion of "The Urban Scene: Conflict and Conformity." Mayor Jerome Cowan of Detroit begins the proceedings by declaring that there have been their shortcomings of their scene of human dignity and have demonstrated this praiseworthy policy - "to serve people." He severely criticized Congress for its lack of action in the face of the Kerner Report, assassinations and race riots. He charged that the politicians here had badly hampered the Modest Citizens program by providing insufficient funds and spreading them too thin. He called with the fact that municipal governments have grown inadequate in combat their problem and the federal government refuses to co-operate with local authorities.

Claude Brown, Rutgers law student and author of Manchild and the Promised Land, combined very humor with seriousness as he treated the "Urban Scene: Conflict and Conformity." He criticized the "stumbling group of people" who are now running the cities, he also criticized some residential candidates and those citizens who refuse to face up to their responsibilities.

The last of the speakers was Mayor Harry Maxie of Milwaukee. He rounded the remarks and the papers. 100 Mason-Dixon lines within our cities which had brought about "Apartheid - American style." In order to end the farce in our system which encourage such an urban scene, he strongly urged the repudiation of the repulsive taxing junk and the conversion of the slow-moving housing in the slums. He ominously foretold that unless this change is made, the political scene in the future will burn with increased arold if such steps are not taken.

The Chicago Daily News carried an article by the Chicago Daily News which had brought about "Apartheid - American style." In order to end the farce in our system which encourage such an urban scene, he strongly urged the repudiation of the repulsive taxing junk and the conversion of the slow-moving housing in the slums. He ominously foretold that unless this change is made, the political scene in the future will burn with increased arold if such steps are not taken.
Fourth party possible by 1976

half the states. At the time we spoke, he had planned to attempt to corning Eugene McCarthy to be his party candidate for President this year. Apparently he was unsuccessful in that quest.

The other candidate was George McGovern, who nearly eliminated himself from contention by standing on the platform with Humphrey on Thursday night. Whether the New Party will support McGovern this year or concentrate on offices other than the Presidential remains to be seen.

Raskin feels that he is in a far better position to form a fourth party than the backers of Henry Wallace were in 1948. He contends that the people whose support he said largely blacks and youths (and newsmen?) will become more and more powerful forces in the political vacuum of the nation he characterized Wallace's 1948 support as coming from interests whose influence was on the wane. It is too early to determine whether I witnessed the birth of a party or merely a nuisance, but it is safe to say that those delegations who marched into Grant Park Thursday morning will not soon return to the Democratic Party.

A few final comments are in order concerning the security preparations at the convention. It has been virtually forgotten that the various protest groups were taking of 100,000 to 200,000 people into the city during the convention, similar to the situation at the New York peace march of the convention, similar to the situation at the New York peace march of the convention. These figures, coupled with the fact that Mayor Daley called up such a huge number of troops and had as many police on hand. As things turned out, the demonstrations numbered around 10,000. The deterrent effect on the photo residents is not clear; but Chicago had days of sixty-five degrees, and days of seventy, the situation in the black community might have been different.

At times the security situation was as lassening as it was annoying. As I entered the Armory, there was the first time Monday evening, Secret Service men perusing all packages brought by the press. They pumped in a small bag in my pocket, and the powers of高管 Diamond and approved harmless. No one escaped the credential check; even Daley himself had to put his card in the electronic device as he entered with his entourage. Perhaps they installed an electric credential check on the roof for Humphrey's helicopter arrival Thursday night.

Goodwill Drive

The IFC Goodwill Clothes Drive prior to Rush Week netted two old coaches and more than 55 bags of old clothing. These clothes help to provide work for the more than 650 handicapped workers at Morgan Memorial Goodwill Industries. The Clothes Drive is new this year and plan to be made to continue it as an annual affair.

For those who were in the security arm on the other side of the fence, it must have been a hell day. I had a very interesting discussion concerning tear gas with a Secret Service man in the lobby of the fourteenth floor of the General. He offered his professional observations on the effectiveness of that "good new CS gas" which was being used in the streets that night. He contended that the people whose support he secured blacks and youths (and newsmen?) will become more and more powerful forces in the political vacuum of the nation he characterized Wallace's 1948 support as coming from interests whose influence was on the wane. It is too early to determine whether I witnessed the birth of a party or merely a nuisance, but it is safe to say that those delegations who marched into Grant Park Thursday morning will not soon return to the Democratic Party.

A few final comments are in order concerning the security preparations at the convention. It has been virtually forgotten that the various protest groups were taking of 100,000 to 200,000 people into the city during the convention, similar to the situation at the New York peace march of the convention. These figures, coupled with the fact that Mayor Daley called up such a huge number of troops and had as many police on hand. As things turned out, the demonstrations numbered around 10,000. The deterrent effect on the photo residents is not clear; but Chicago had days of sixty-five degrees, and days of seventy, the situation in the black community might have been different.

At times the security situation was as lassening as it was annoying. As I entered the Armory, there was the first time Monday evening, Secret Service men perusing all packages brought by the press. They pumped in a small bag in my pocket, and the powers of高管 Diamond and approved harmless. No one escaped the credential check; even Daley himself had to put his card in the electronic device as he entered with his entourage. Perhaps they installed an electric credential check on the roof for Humphrey's helicopter arrival Thursday night.

Goodwill Drive

The IFC Goodwill Clothes Drive prior to Rush Week netted two old coaches and more than 55 bags of old clothing. These clothes help to provide work for the more than 650 handicapped workers at Morgan Memorial Goodwill Industries. The Clothes Drive is new this year and plan to be made to continue it as an annual affair.
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Colored Passages Simplify Review

READ-THRU COLOR HELPS YOU

FIND REFERENCES BY A GLANCE IN BOOKS, REPORTS
AND CLASSROOM NOTES

**NO IF6 ANDS OR BUTS...**

We will better your best bona fide deal by $25 on any 68 HONDA. We have all the hot ones — SS 450, CL 450, CB & CL 350's.

New HONDA 360 Super Sport $799

Very easy financing — 356-3223

HONDA CITY

28 BROOKLINE AVE., BOSTON @ FENWAY PARK
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Compare prices...you'll see why SMART SHOPPERS SHOP THE COOP

The Collegiate Department Store
Over the summer, a series of changes have occurred in the buildings and grounds of MIT. We have noticed in the course of the past three months, a subtle trend in the direction of disorder away from the appropriately-named "45 grades of Institute gray." The East Campus renovations provide an example of the trend away from a once-organized campus. One wonders which makes this year's East Campus doubles a bit more liveable, or if less crowded.

As for life on campus, the stroll through the recently-completedJulie Fassett Memorial Garden. This area is located just east of the Briggs Field tennis courts, and, for those not familiar with its history, is designed to provide a place for those who wish to get away from the hectic pace of normal Institute life.

These two areas, we hope, the beginning of a trend which will not allow to die in the near future.

Correction, but...

In our last edition, two minor errors were allowed to creep into the editorial page. The first of these was a statement that the committee to investigate MIT's multi-institutional links (notably the IADA) had already been formed. This committee has yet to be set up.

The second error was one of omission. We failed to point out that the faculty resolution in support of Humphrey was adopted at the subsequent faculty meeting. This mistake occurred through ignorance, which we hope our readers will allow us.

However, despite our factual errors, our basic thesis remains intact. In essence, the lines of communication between students and administration are better than those between the former group and the faculty. This is a situation which we would like to see improved, and will do everything within our power to correct.

Letters to The Tech

Blow-up

To the Editor: Those Freshmen and Sophomore who made schedule changes on Monday had a rough introduction to the vicissitudes of computer systems. We apologize for the inconvenience this caused for us; the example of your great good nature. Thank you for your patience and forbearance.

V.D. With Regard

Registrar

War

An Open Letter to Prof. Lucien Pye

Your recent signing of a "Professor for Humphrey" advertisement in the New York Times of August 4th would not normally have come for comment. However, when this ad is considered together with a number of your previous public statements, some rather significant questions are raised regarding the role of the intellectual and, in particular, of the political scientist.

You were one of the sponsors of a statement in the New York Times (Jan. 14, 1968) signed by some of the most critical of professors who had signed advertisements and petitions promoting American policy in Vietnam. You first charged that those professors represented "a very narrow group of political scientists." But, Prof. Pye, what professors are left after the demonstration of the July 28th Vietnam moratorium, and that of the US withdrawal from Czechoslovakia?

You then went on to write that if this war ended, "things will not be the same. For the most part, the public will have learned that the real enemy is not the Vietnamese..." 

I would like to ask you: what right do you, Prof. Pye, have to sign a Humphrey ad, since you are not a specialist on the American pubblics or in fact do you have "American Political Credentials." I imagine you would reply and dearly cherish that in democracy all citizens should be able to express their views, even if not of your president. But then should not citizen be concerned with as well the times over which it is expressed? 

Is it or is that AIA scholars have some special information without which an informed opinion is impossible? If so, I am sure that there are those who feel that it is their duty (and their duty perhaps) that this information be revealed. I looked for enlightenment to the "American Political Scientists" on your "American Politics" as written by you and thirteen other scholars and excerpted in the New York Times, Dec. 20, 1967. (Incidentally, what is a "moderate" statement? You imply that it is one that is taken in a position between those of total war and total non-involvement, but for the moderate advocating something less than total war is better termed "safety than moderation.") The only new piece of information was able I gather from the same that no one was prepared to recommend that people who recommend that we withdraw from Vietnam. They "practically agree that the problems do not exist by withdrawing from them" thus "barring the way to the peaceful settlement." No doubt similar psychological hankous motivate those who demand that the US continue to support the Viet Cong fighters. They are not acceptable.
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Newport ends with tribute

On Sunday evening after five days and nights of concerts, boot zannies and workshops, the closing concert was presented. The first half of the concert was not dominated by any general theme; and consequently, it was quite varied. The opening was provided by Doc Watson, who gave a very powerful performance which might be classified as country bluesgrass. Doc then introduced his son, who was followed by Sam Hinton. Sam Hinton did a number of songs with which he obviously had fun sharing with the audience. He asked the audience to do a song by humming one note and whistlings another (try it in a large group and see for yourself what fun it is!) Then Janis Jietz came out and delivered one of the finest performances of the concert, sometimes accompanying herself on the mandolin, part and singing a cappella at other times. "Morning's Gone and Martha's Gone" was as beautiful as I've ever heard, but the most powerful and compelling song was one which told of the struggle which is being done near her home in Kentucky. "Black Waters" was a song with a personal meaning to Janis Ritchie, and as such it had a very personal impact. Among the other performers were Junior Wells — Buddy Guy's blues band, who gave such an excellent performance that one of the Newport officials had to appear after they finished their encore to quiet down the audience so the concert could continue. Also high on the list of really fine performances was junior fina, who gave an unusually good performance liberally spiced with anti-Johnson comments, anti-war remarks and cynical, almost bitter dedications. "Cry for Jesus" was dedicated to psychologists and guidance counselors who had told Janis, among other things, that her talent was a phallic symbol. Of course, Pete Seeger's introduction, all the words spoken or sung were the words of Woody Guthrie. This detail of this part please refer to The Tech of September 29.

After this tribute, the performers tried in vain to end the concert; but the audience had other ideas, for Arlo Guthrie had not done "Alice" even once! Arlo refused, explaining that if a song is popular a performer likes to do it many times "... UNLESS it's long." Of course the audience did not want to understand this, so to purify them and to prevent a small riot which was in the offing he did an Alice-type version of the "Motorcycle Song." He told us that he had written this song as he was falling from a mountain while cycling down a road playing his guitar, "with mountains on one side and nothing on the other side.

After he finished the song, he "realized that it wasn't the best song I'd ever written — but I didn't have time to change it." And so the Newport Folk Festival ended on a note that was typical of the whole festival — informal, free and extremely successful.

The kind of courage to stand up for America against the pseudo-intellectual professors, the hippies, the press and the entire liberal Establishment. And they've got that courage!

Thousands and thousands of tomorrow's leaders — the thinking young men and women of America who have courage and who are willing to act — are joining YOUTH FOR WALLACE. You should join, too.

There are no dues. Send in the coupon to receive your membership card, the YFW Newsletter, or a copy of "STAND UP FOR AMERICA," the story of George C. Wallace.

YOUTH FOR WALLACE
6169 K St. N.W. Washington, D.C. 20006 (202) 296-8192
To: Urbans Systems Laboratory, Room 9 - 532

Name is
My address is
I am especially interested in
Would you like to participate in research?
As a Research Ass't...
Student Ass't.
My skills are
Course Year 1 (1-2,3,4,5)
Unthinking computer confesses

apparently limited normally, failed to produce any output tape. So, about the
biggar 62 you now working again, the
run was repeated. About 3 pm it too
terminated normally, but produced no
output.
Linderman attributes this problem to a
"program bug". Although, he said, the
program had been tested extensively
beforehand, some unusual and un
foreseen set of circumstances
apparently caused this failure.
Be that as it may, a third run at the
Comp Center finally succeeded in
producing an output tape about 6 pm.
This contained the changes for those
who had submitted requests during the
early part of first Registration Day. All
that was left at this point was to obtain a
print-out
But the OIS was now down with its
own mechanical difficulties. Using yet
another 300 in the Comptroller's
Office, specially set up for
this run, the first run of the day was
finally completed at 3 am Tuesday
morning. These changes were about a
day late.
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DIANA'S BARBER SHOP
332 MASSACHUSETTS AVE, CAMBRIDGE
DIANA and HERBERT AT YOUR SERVICE
ALL TYPES OF HAIRCUTS HERE
(Long hair, short hair, European and our
added specialties: razor cutting and extra
beard trimming)
FOR APPOINTMENT, PHONE 864-5388

Just What You've Needed for Your Books!

Erecta-Shelf®
Design it yourself... To Fit Your Space and Needs

So easy... So economical!

You don't have to be an engineering major to
design and assemble your own bookcases, divider,
rooms, or TV and Hi-Fi units with Erecta-Shelf.
It's fun... simple... practical and inexpensive!

By combining just 4 panel sizes in satin black
or gleaming brass wrought iron, there's no limit to
the number of arrangements you can design to fit
your space and needs. Note that straight panels can
be used horizontally or vertically... and horizontal
panels may be attached at any desired height on the
vertical panels.

EASY TO ADD OR TAKE APART
Anytime you wish to make your unit taller,
longer or deeper simply add more Erecta-Shelf panels ...
or change the arrangement completely. It's a
cinch to disassemble for moving too. Plan your unit
(we'll help you if you wish) and come in for your
Erecta-Shelf panels and free detailed brochure.

ERECTA SHELF PRICE LIST

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Panel Sizes</th>
<th>Black Finish</th>
<th>Brass Finish</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20&quot; Panel</td>
<td>2.49 ea.</td>
<td>3.49 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24&quot; Panel</td>
<td>2.99 ea.</td>
<td>3.99 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30&quot; Panel</td>
<td>3.49 ea.</td>
<td>4.49 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corner Panel (24&quot; x 24&quot;)</td>
<td>4.99 ea.</td>
<td>6.99 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood Bases</td>
<td>19 ea.</td>
<td>49 ea.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Compare prices... you'll see why SMART SHOPPERS SHOP THE COOP

The Collegiate Department Store

The next run which the Rug
was going to try to make
Wednesday one. The input
made. The rug at the
Comp Center, he had
temporarily out. The
run was repaired, and by
then, the OIS was up again and Linderman thought
run would be able to go.

The entire process is in need of
review, according to Linderman.
many students admitted to
always being afraid to try any
one out, but that didn't
fortunately accompanied the
schedule. But there were
many Freshmen wandering any
campus this week who were
in search of the first run to try.

Letters...

(...continued from page 1)

...credible?" Does the fact that
signers of the magazine
statement had been to Vietnam
implying (theorized) make the
judgments of more conscious
those of anyone else? (In fact,
that one might make a good
on moral judgments of people's
Viecham in the employ of the
South Vietnamese government.
did many of our Vietnamese
are of considerably less value to
judgments of those without
interests.) As far as I know, no
others, has not been getting out P.L.5's is not

The issue of war and peace
life and death seem to me to be
...to important to be left to the

HARVARD 500 8:00-5:00 Mon.-Sat.
OPEN THRU. "C" One hour free park-
Church St. on Cambridge St. and Boston.
CHILDREN'S MEDICAL CENTER
Low wood and Biography Ave. 9:30-4 Mon.
Sat. Parking available at Medical Center and Deaconess Hospital garages

2 ft. x 3 ft.
only $19
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(Continued from page 1)
9M sports
Football kicks off new season

By George Nussdorfer

9M sports, 1965-66 style, opens with a full schedule of football games this weekend. SAE and ITP continue rated tops, and are expected to be squaring off in the championship final after beating back the strong challenges of Burton House and PDT. Theta Chi provides the opposition for EAE Sunday, while ITP tackles SAM Saturday afternoon. Other important games include PDT vs LCA and Burton vs DTD.

Last year's A and B leagues have been combined into a single A league with four divisions of four teams each. The top two A divisions correspond to last season's A leagues and are called the Trophy Division. Payoffs will be run the same as last year, with the first four teams from the Trophy Division competing for the IM football title.

Add six ads

To improve last season's lackluster offering, professional referees will be used in all A league contests. This provision had to meet strict rule enforcement and lowering of the number of injuries resulting from personal fouls. However, the pro referees will account for only one-sixth of the total number of officials needed. The rest will continue to be provided by the competing teams.

Rick Boettger, '70 this year's IM football manager, made several rule changes and reiterated others at a special meeting Wednesday at the Varsity Club Lounge. Major changes were that a kick-off or pass dropped in the end zone by the receiving team if not attempting to run back the ball, will be a touchdown rather than a safety as in the past. Penalties this season for roughing the kicker will be an automatic first down plus ten yards from the line of scrimmage.

Previous rule stressed that a missed foul pass must be wiped out by every team starting on October 5 so that the team must have at least eight players with mouthguards in order not to forfeit. Also, downfall blocking by the George Wright course which caused inflated scores last year, will be abolished. A ten-yard penalty will be assessed for blocking downhill before the pass 9. Rounds are scheduled October 12-14, the hope that all consecutive finish will finish thrown.

Though football dominates the fall.

PAPERS DUE SOON?
TIRED OF TYPING?

If you are a lazy typist or just hate the drudgery of hitting the keys for hours on end, we have the answer for your papers for you, flawlessly, left and right margins justified, or centered, or any way you wish, from any rough copy you bring in, typed or handwritten. (At this time we are unable to accept dictation.)

The cost to you... cheaper than most girlfriends.
5.40 page for handwritten long copy
5.30 page for typewritten rough copy

(Normal hand-printed rough copy should be charged the lesser rate if you can convince our secretaries that it is easy to read.)

Bring your rough copy to the NEW Tech Office, W20-485 (next door to the old Tech Office) any time from 9 am to 4:30 pm, Monday through Friday.

YAMAHA

Why would Bic torment this dazzling beauty?

Here uses computer simulated golf match

A new and unusual uses for a 3-iron these days. When "What '69 heard about those technics between putting boxes and fairways by suitably programmed computers is so reason why the whole computer could not be applied to determine non-academic subjects."

The use "mead" golfers, two mythical, Brown's Charlie, Cranmer, as the best, told really drew the most praise from the 240 yard off the tee. The next best only keep the ball in the fairway seven out of ten to Charlie, who couldn't seem to find a putter, though fairly better than Charlie.

Using various other percentages derived from experience in using these two techniques players in action, Anderson won his two favorites in the 15 different matches on each of four different courses, one at 6600 yards, two at 6530 and one at 5500.

The matches almost even on the measured length courses. Cruiser came out with a one match edge in each round. On the longer courses, Cruiser came into his own. He won nine of the 15, while Willie took two with this. Willie more than averaged it up on the short course, winning 11 and losing only four matches. Cruiser would seem to be the one to beat.

The pro-refs were named Charlie was Willie's partner on the nine holes of golf. But they don't shoot the ball as fair as out of ten times -- 20% better than Charlie.

With of with Charlie was Willie's partner on the nine holes of golf. But they don't shoot the ball as fair as out of ten times -- 20%
Urban Labs seek student involvement; Seminars planned to publicize activities

By Greg Bernard

The emphasis is on participation as the Urban Systems Laboratory enters its second term of operation. Supported by a $750,000 grant from the Ford Foundation, USL was set up to mobilize interdisciplinary resources in the field of urban affairs through multidisciplinary and multidisciplinary activities.

One of the goals of USL this year is to actively involve students in urban projects. In order to make the “Overviews” of the first five seminars, community awareness of USL activities, a series of seminars open to the public will follow on October 9 with “Management of Urban Water.”

The second seminar concerns the “MIT Labor & the Boston Redevelopment Authority” by Professor Ronald Hines of Electrical Engineering. The last lecture will be by Professor David Epstein, Department of Civil Engineering, and will deal with Professor Hines.

The seminars will feature Professor Mason, Professor of History, Management, and Civil Engineering, and will also involve students in urban studies; the third seminar in the series will be on “Computer facilities.”

For the third seminar, “Urban Systems Laboratory,” the schedule had not been set up. The program will consist of three interactive series, each related to some phase of research.

The seminar will feature Professor Mason, Management, and Civil Engineering, and will be open to the public.

Come and see JOE KEEN'S
Harvard Community Exchange

Not just another store but an old Cambridge tradition!

Quality Linens at Bargain Prices
Cambridge's Largest Used Clothing Store
Open Every Day Special Discounts
From 8:30 to 5:30 to M.I.T. Students

MIT GILBERT & SULLIVAN SOCIETY PRESENTS
TRIAL BY JURY

directed by Constance Miller and Strafflin's L'histoire du Soldat conducted by Prof. David Epstein Performances at 2:00 and 8:00PM Sala de Puerto Rico- Student Center Sunday Sept. 29 Admission Free

THE UNIVERSAL PARTY will hold a meeting for the voting public at Little America Motel, Salt Lake City, on the subject of:

WHY IS THE AMERICAN VOTER AND TAXPAYER ALWAYS A SUCKER?

Listen to the Party leaders explain why under the present two-party system there will never be a change for the better—but higher taxes and more wars to come. Must voter apathy and tough statutes be broken to give more new Parties a chance to spread out control from a few to the people themselves?

The meeting will commence at 8 P.M. in the basement meeting room on Sunday, July 26.

Write for the Party platform and results of the Denver Convention in March for President and Vice President: c/o Headquarters, P.O. Box 516, Berkeley, Calif. 94701

Fought Political Advertisements by The Universal Party, John W. Hopkins, Chairman, National Committee.

Elvira Madigan

"May well be the most beautiful film ever made."—Newsweek.

Now at these theatres:
Blue Hills Drive-In, Canton - Cabot Cinema, Beverly - Community, Dedham Gormen, Framingham - Granada, Malden - Number 19 at 4 pm in Room 2-150, Loring Hall, Hingham - Medford Cinema, Medford - Newton, W. New York Park Cinema, Dorchester - Surf, Swampscott - Wakefield, Wakefield - Winchester, Winchester - Wollaston, Wollaston